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Fifty shades of yellow

What is Dordt
defending?

DiJohn Mustard- Staff Writer
Dordt students are about to head home
for Thanksgiving. After which they will stay
home and finish out the last two weeks of the
semester online. Dordt University managed to
conduct largely in-person education through
the fall semester while operating under yellow
alert according to the university’s five stages of
planning for COVID-19. While safety protocols
were adjusted throughout the semester, new
insight shows why the alert color level never
did.
“While we may have publicly disclosed
five stages, privately, there are actually fiftyfour, with fifty of those being shades of yellow.
It’s how we’ve been able to keep Dordt at
‘Yellow’ alert level,” Dr. Leah Zuidema, vice
president for academic affairs, said, “I really
think that Dordt’s five stages of planning for
COVID-19 has to be the crowning glory of our
administration this year.”
Through
various
partnerships
with
companies in the local community, such as
Zircon Bogel, Dordt administration accumulated
paint swatches of around fifty different shades
of yellow.
“Every week we begin our Monday morning
meeting by figuring out what shade we should
pick, crossing out the shades of yellow that
have already been used,” said Robert Taylor,
keeper of the paint swatches and co-chair of the
COVID-19 task-force. “We like to keep it fair.”
Howard Wilson, the other co-chair of the
COVID-19 task force, admitted the last week of
September going into the first week of October
was “a close one.”

Huh?- Staff Writer

“With the rising number of cases we feared
having to move into orange, since we had
essentially adopted most of the protocols from
the orange level,” Wilson said. “But thankfully,
we stumbled upon the ‘yellow-orange’ paint
swatch, and we didn’t need to shut down.”
“Fifty shades of yellow have worked
wonderfully from the donor perspective,” said
President Hoekstra. “We have donors, and our
donors have opinions, and there were many
who wanted to make sure that their money was
funding an active, in-person institution.”
Hoekstra said donors were initially leery of
the plan, but appreciated the Zircon Bogel paint
swatch idea.

“We aim to please here at Dordt University,”
Hoekstra said. “But we also had to cater
to donors, faculty, staff, and students more
concerned about the virus, hence the façade
of the five stages of planning—they, like the
students and the faculty, were never supposed
to be in the know.”
“Thankfully, these swatches should last us
until the spring semester of 2022, and we are
crossing our fingers that COVID-19 is a part of
recent history by then,” said Zuidema. “if not,
we are confident another company will donate
a new pack of paint swatches and we can begin
all over again. Our community partners always
come through.”

Jousting 2.0: English vs. Education
Mink #101-220 - Staff Writer
The early November sun poked through the
clouds and attempted to melt the seven inches
of brownish snow on the Dordt soccer field.
On the opponents’ bench crowded the English
professors, shivering in the cold in their sweater
vests and button up shirts. Professor Howard
Schaap petted a horse. It had a very patchy coat
and was missing one eye, but still technically
qualified as a horse.
“I saw this horse walking on the side of road

on my drive over here,” Schaap said, “I named
it Horsey.”
Professor Bob De Smith dressed in medieval
clothes and held the mace of Dordt. “I’m too
old to joust, but I just read The Faerie Queene
last night for the forty-fifth time, so I’m feeling
pretty confident in my abilities,” De Smith said.
At the Dordt bench mingled the gallant
education professors decked out in different
kinds of armor. They had a combination of
horses—half-bred and thoroughbred—all

tethered to the fence post. Each education
professor brought their favorite text on jousting
and the art of war. They compared notes and
prepared for the fight they had been waiting for.
No students witnessed the jousting match
firsthand due to the excessive amounts of
homework the professors assigned that
afternoon to keep students busy.
Tensions have been boiling between the two
departments for years. Secondary Education
majors have been forced to pick sides
throughout their journeys at Dordt amidst the
passive-aggressive skirmishes.
A freshmen secondary ed major reflected on
her adviser situation: “I went to my education
adviser, and she made feel all excited for PDS
(year-long student teaching),” said Johanna De
VanderOusma. “But then I met with my English
adviser and he made me think PDS was the
stupidest thing ever.”
Education classrooms are filled with color,
rubrics, learning targets, technology, and have
an aesthetic of order (or at least orderly chaos).
Ed professors have filled out lesson plans
for each class and consistently use creative
formative assessment. English professors come
to class with a book in arm—occasionally
they forget their book—and take a stream-ofconsciousness approach to teaching.

cont. on pg. 5

Almost every school, be it a middle school, a
high school, or a higher education institution,
has a mascot or nickname to go with it. Some
of the more famous ones include the Minnesota
Golden Gophers or the Iowa Hawkeyes. But
what do these nicknames entail? Do they contain
any meaning? Or are they just a figurehead?
Some mascots are meant to strike fear into
the hearts of athletic rivals, like the Concordia
Kernels. Wait, try again. And other mascots are
chosen to embody a school’s mission.
For Dordt, their name and mission originate
from the Synod of Dordt—a church assembly
where many Reformed doctrines were decided
upon.
This synod set in stone the Canons of Dordt, a
document reflecting the ideas of total depravity,
unconditional election, limited atonement,
irresistible grace, and the preservation of
saints (otherwise known as TULIP). Thus,
Dordt was founded on these principles and is
associated with the Christian Reformed Church
in North America, also known as the Tall Dutch
Christians of America.
Given this history, it would make more sense
for the school to have a mascot and nickname
that reflects these ideals, such as a tulip or an
actual canon. So, why is the mascot a Defender?
What is Dordt defending?
Some may claim Dordt is defending their
Christian Reformed beliefs. But what if Dordt
was protecting something from when before the
buildings were built? Something more local?
Let’s take a trip into the history books.
Before Dordt became Dordt, it was Midwest
Christian Junior College—a school founded in
1953. And if your CORE 100 professor taught
you right, Dordt students know the property
formally operated as a mink farm.
Dordt University defends the mink.
“For a few years, our staff has been debating
about changing Dordt’s mascot to represent us
more fully,”
Erik Hoekstra, President of Dordt University,
said. “We wanted to go back to our roots.” These
roots, of course, would be the mink farms that
were on the property before the land was bought
to build the university.
These little creatures about the size of a
Defender sandwich need defending too. In
Denmark, a mutation of COVID-19 has infected
millions. And due to the risk of the disease
spreading to humans, the Danish government
has culled most of the mink population.
In response to this tragic event, Hoekstra
feels it the school’s duty to preserve some of the
life that founded Dordt’s roots. Thus, Dordt’s
new mascot will be a mink dressed in the
traditional Defender suit of armor
“We really want to embrace our heritage,”
Hoekstra said, “we’ve lost touch with it and it
breaks my heart to see students unaware of this
beautiful animal.”
Along with the mascot change, Dordt
plans on returning to mink farming over the
Thanksgiving and Christmas break in order to
aid in the repopulation of minks. A breeding
and rehabilitation program has been set up in
order to assist the refugee animals arriving from

cont. on pg. 8
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To sit or not to sit
Hitchcock and Scully - Staff Writer
As everyone knows, not all seating on
Dordt’s campus was created equal. True, all the
armchairs are the same, just with a variety of
questionable patterns. (What decade are we in,
the 90s?) And they all make a very distinctive
sound when you sit on them—you can hear
the whoosh of the air leaving the unpleasant
plastic cushions. But location matters, and other
chairs on campus may or may not provide more
comfortable places to relax or do homework.
On this campus tour, we will discuss the pros
and cons of Dordt’s seating.
Our tour begins in the library. The chairs in
the library are clearly meant for homework, just
uncomfortable enough to keep you awake with
the cubicles in the lower level and the tall chairs
and tables on the main floor. It’s typically pretty
quiet, so if homework is your goal, go there.
Let’s move on to the Eckardt Lounge.
Honestly, this lounge is overrated. The chairs
aren’t especially comfortable, nor are they
beautiful. I was going to stay far away from
classroom seating—that’s another article—but
I need to address the classroom chairs in the
Eckardt since they are the only upside to this
lounge. They’re surprisingly comfy, and using
them to roll down the ramp leading to the library
is a thrill. (Not that I’ve tried, and neither should
you.)
After crossing the skywalk, we’ve entered
the science building. The main atrium of the
science building consists of the tall chairs and
tables next to the windows and Jacob’s Ladder.
The tall chairs are the same as the ones in the
library, although these have a better location
because of those floor-to-ceiling windows.
But Jacob’s Ladder, that’s another story.
There’s just something about sitting on cold,
laminated stairs that makes this seating the
best on campus. The steps tall enough to sit
comfortably on and wide enough to spread out
all of your homework; the outlets; the windows;
the endless opportunities to people-watch; the
proximity to bathrooms, drinking fountains, and
the Bunsen Brew—it’s a dream. I have nothing
negative to say about Jacob’s Ladder.
Moving on to the classroom building. The
main lobby of the classroom building has two
benches. These benches should only be used
if you need to kill a few minutes before class.
Same goes for the plastic armchair and couch
next to 1302. Otherwise, they have no real
value.
The main seating in the upstairs of the
classroom building is the Bosma Lounge.
The furniture here is truly atrocious. Dordt

apparently ran out of armchairs and couches
while furnishing the Bosma and used slightly
un-matching chairs in just one corner. But at
least the chairs match the surrounding decor,
right? Wrong. Strangely enough, the maroon
and orange chairs don’t match the yellow and
green carpet. Who would’ve thought?
The other chairs in the upper level of the
classroom building are what I like to call the
Bosma Expansion Pack. Similar chairs, just
in smaller groupings. The couch and armchair
next to 2260 is apparently an ideal spot for
couples, considering the weird amount of
people cuddling or kissing there. Not that I
would know personally. (But if you’d like to
find out with me, my DMs are open.) The area
by 2241 and 2250 is so infrequently used that
it’s hardly worth mentioning.
Next comes the second-best seating spot on
campus—the extension of the Bosma directly
above The Gift. As we’ve discussed, the comfort
level is low. But location is key here. It has big
windows, and the second-floor position means
you can look at the campus from a bird’s eye
view. Usually, this spot is fairly quiet, making
it ideal for doing homework. If homework isn’t
your goal, the artwork provides an excellent,
though infuriating, procrastination tool.
(Seriously, why doesn’t that one piece hang
straight on the wall? And are those supposed to
be people?)
Honorable mention goes to the couch in
the English pod. This one doesn’t really count
because it’s not exactly a public place, and
I might be a bit biased as an English major,
but that couch is fantastic. Rumor has it that
recently, a student accidentally fell asleep there
and spent the night, but I won’t name names.
Yes, these are all just opinions. I’m open to
controversy on this one. But my opinions are
correct, and you should know that I will not
waver on them.

Trump and King hired to fill
faculty vacancies
Political Professors - Staff Writer
Dordt University recently announced two new
hires that have taken the Twitter world by storm.
With the recent departures of business
professor, Randy Feenstra, and political
science professor, Jeff Taylor, due to victories
in November’s elections, Dordt has filled these
vacancies with two exciting candidates.
Former US House Representative, Steven
King, is set to take Taylor’s spot as a political
science professor.
“I am really looking forward to teaching my
students about the political system in the United
States,” King said. “It might be advantageous
for me to also explain how to not be failed
politician because I definitely have experience
with that.”
King’s hire comes on the heels of his June
primary defeat against Iowa State Senator and
Dordt professor, Randy Feenstra.
Dordt plans to introduce new political
science courses to the curriculum with the
addition of King to the department. King will
teach two new courses, POLISCI-201, “How
to Successfully Destroy Your Political Career”,
and a new capstone course, POLISCI-400,
“Important Tips to Not Lose Elections”.
Many political science majors are looking
forward to these new additions and the unique
perspective that King will bring to the courses.
“I am really excited to take these courses,”
said Dordt sophomore, Joe Smith. “I mean King
knows exactly how to lose elections and destroy
your political career so he must be a wealth of
information on the topic.”
Dordt University also plans to fill the
vacancy left by Randy Feenstra in the business
department after his victory in November.
President Donald J. Trump plans to fill the
vacancy at the recommendation of US Secretary
of Education, Betsy DeVos, after her visit to
campus earlier this semester.
“I am going to make this school great again,”
Trump said, “We are going to make the business
department great again. We are going to make
college great again and more importantly we are
going to make Dordt great again.”
President Trump is set to teach all the
courses that Feenstra taught as well as two new
additional courses, BUAD-300, “The Art of the
Deal”, and BUAD-301, “Twitter in the Business
World”.
BUAD-300 will look at Trump’s former
business dealings and his best-selling book,
Trump: The Art of the Deal, which will be
mandatory reading material. Trump plans to

make his students memorize parts of the book
as well.
“I know how to make a deal,” Trump said,
“I can make a big deal. I can make a small deal,
but I prefer big. But bottom line, I know how to
make deals. Huge deals.”
The second course, BUAD-301, will help
students learn how to properly tweet in the
business world. They will learn how to make
tweets as fast as possible and discuss how they
impact the world.
“The key with tweeting is to not think about
what you are saying or the context it may be
received in,” Trump said, “Twitter is a great
place for your unfiltered thoughts.”
Trump plans to work with the city of Sioux
Center to build a new Trump hotel on The Ridge
golf course.
“The plan is to build a great, big, beautiful,
new hotel on the golf course,” Trump said.
“The hotel is going to be bigger and better than
anything in Sioux Center. I will use it to help
students better understand what it means to
make deals in my courses.”
Trump has spoken with King about his new
position in the political science department and
is looking forward to having him as a colleague.
“I love Steve,” Trump said, “he’s got to
realize though that I am going to be the best
professor this school has ever seen because I’m
not a professor. I am going to drain the swamp
and put an end to the corruption at Dordt.”
With the enthusiasm of the new hires, Dordt
is eager to see how they will contribute to
the campus community and the city of Sioux
Center.
“I am absolutely thrilled with the addition
of these two new professors,” explained
Dordt President, Dr. Erik Hoekstra, “their
perspectives will give our students real insight
into the real world and other practical learning
environments.”
Both professors will begin teaching courses
at Dordt in the Spring of 2021.

Dordt University president kidnapped by Nicolas Cage, larger
plot unfolding
Alice Addertongue - Staff Writer

In an unexpected turn of events, President
Hoekstra was kidnapped from his hotel room at
the end of his time in quarantine. His kidnapper,
actor Nicholas Cage, known for his roles in The
Croods and The Magician’s Apprentice, is still
on the run.
According to witnesses, Hoekstra was
lured by Cage from his hotel room as he was
packing to return home following his twoweek quarantine. Using the promise of “finding
Shalom,” Cage led Hoekstra beneath the clock
tower and into the tunnels beneath campus. Two
hours later, Hoekstra was found crawling out of
the mysterious pit in the prairie, unscathed and
as cheerful as ever.
“He was still smiling,” Ben Frank, the
student who found Hoekstra, said. “He just
greeted me by name, asked how my parents
were, and then used my phone to call his wife.”
While a security force, led by Dr. Barb
Hoekstra, was frantically searching the area for
any signs of the missing president, President
Hoekstra said that he was “Actually having a
nice time! It was dark and confusing down in
those tunnels, but I don’t mind a little adventure

from time to time.”
The Dordt University Secret Service has
spent the time since the incident searching for
the wayward Hollywood star. Hoekstra has
been of little help.
“I think the guy seems pretty noble, and I
support what he’s doing. I don’t think we should
impede his search.” Hoekstra said in a press
conference following his recovery.
Apparently, Cage is currently looking for
the original Luther Bible – the Bible that Martin
Luther translated into German for the first time
- which, according to legends, contains lost
writings of Luther in the form of papers tucked
between the pages. Why Cage wants these
papers is unclear.
When asked why Cage needed to kidnap
Hoekstra to find the Luther Bible, Hoekstra
merely smiled and said: “It’s all on page 47.”
This cryptic statement left all but known
Dordt conspiracy theorist, Ripley Peel, baffled.
“He must be referring to page 47 of the
President’s Book. It’s a book passed down
between every Dordt president that contains
secrets each president has been charged with
keeping.” Peel said. “At least, that’s what we
think. No one has ever seen the book.”

Book or no book, Cage must have gained
some insight in his quest. He was last seen
booking a flight to the Netherlands with a lanky
man and a blonde woman in tow.
Questions still remain regarding how Cage
figured out that Hoekstra knew information
about the Luther Bible to begin with.
“I think it has something to do with the
Reformed community at Dordt.” Peel said. “If
you ask me, I think there are clues to important

protestant artifacts hidden all around campus.”
Peel’s theory stems from the mysterious
runes that can be seen at the bottom of the clock
tower when there is a tornado, and the sun is
shining at the same time.
Whatever the case may be, authorities are
working hard to bring Cage to justice. More
news will come as this story unfolds.
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The Gift comes to life, attacks mask-less students

Alexander Van Schnitzel- Staff Writer

The world is eight months into a pandemic. To
those at Dordt University who do not wear their
masks correctly—or at all—while on campus:
beware.
In the last few weeks, students have noticed
strange behavior coming from The Gift statue
in front of the classroom building. Already a
startling piece of art, The Gift has reportedly
been coming to life to call out students who are
committing mask-wearing faux pas.
“It’s almost like something out of the Night
at the Museum,” freshman Amanda Vanderberg
van Berg said.
The Gift seems to be fed up with students
disregarding the campus mandate to wear a
mask inside of buildings. Instead of letting
students get away with it, the statue is reportedly

resorting to vigilante-type justice.
For some students, it simply shoots lasers
out of its eyes and zaps them repeatedly until
they put their mask on. For others, the statue
will actually leave its post and chase after them.
The Gift’s open arms makes it seem warm
and inviting, but those disproportionate, thick
thighs are ready to run after any student, staff, or
faculty it sees walk into the classroom building
and obliterate them.
Johann VanderTrumpet, a senior who
adamantly never wears a mask on campus, said
he has also been receiving ominous Canvas
notifications from the Gift.
“It’s like all those memes about the Duolingo
Owl, but real,” VanderTrumpet said.
In a few of the Canvas messages students
have received, the Gift has renamed itself the

Mask Police, and gave itself a new acronym:
Get Insubordinate Folks Terrified.
The notifications started off innocent
enough, but soon progressed to explicit threats
of violence when ignored.
“I don’t want that thing to shoot lasers at me,
so I guess I’ll wear my mask,” VanderTrumpet
said. “It even knows when I’m not wearing my
mask off campus.”
The Gift remained stone-faced after repeated
interview efforts, refusing to weigh in on his
new crusade.
Howard Wilson, chief executive officer of

operations said he knows nothing of The Gift’s
actions.
“The thing is an inanimate object,” Wilson
said. “Although I will admit it’s a bit freaky.”
The Gift’s ominous messages have left
students begging for mercy at the foot of the
statue.
Dordt’s administration said that, while
proper mask-wearing is important, they do
not condone the vigilante actions of The Gift.
However, they have no way to control the
statue.

COVID-19 spreads, President Dordt University to become
Hoekstra: STOP THE COUNT! m i n k p a l a c e
One, Two, Three—Staff Writer
With great power, comes great responsibility.
And when COVID-19 cases on the campus
of Dordt University soared into the hundreds,
President Erik Hoekstra knew what to do: he
logged onto Twitter dot com.
“STOP THE COUNT.” He tweeted.
The tweet did not stop the spread of
infection, nor the functionality of math or
science. Still, the president held strong as the
number of students in quarantine rose past 270.
Some medical experts predicted the statistic
would reach 306.
“We won’t let RIGGED TESTING steal our
campus!” Hoekstra shouted into the void in a
tweet. I think Jack Corridor heard him.
COVID-19 cases at Dordt University
began their ascendance in the early hours of
the morning on November 4. Since then, the
president has been fixated on transparent testing
being open to the public. He has insisted on the
presence of members from his cabinet at the
testing sites. These people have been allowed
access, according to sources. But it makes no
difference to the president.
“Where are the negative tests from East
Hall? What happened to them? Hoekstra
tweeted.
It’s hard to tell what moves faster: the infection
rate across campus or the speed at which the
president whips out tweets. His fingers have
got to be sore by now. He has to tire eventually,
right?
Nope.
“All negative tests must be counted!” He
said.
“Any test that came in after Defender Days
will not be counted!”

Will someone please take Twitter away from
our president? Someone. Anyone. I don’t even
care how you do it.
Take and hide his phone charger or something.
If that doesn’t work, sever the cables from the
cell tower north of campus, I don’t know.
Maybe try and catch him at the Defender
Grille during lunchtime and, when he orders
a cup of chili, bump into him and say, “Oops,
sorry mister President Erik Hoekstra sir, I did
not see you there. How clumsy of me!” Then
snatch his phone from his pocket. Surely that
will work.
How about Barb? Maybe we can use her as a
plant, like in Inception. Barb, if you are reading
this, persuade your husband to delete Twitter
from his phone. Tell him to do it for Advent,
or perhaps an early Lenten type of thing. They
say that people will do anything in the name of
religion.
Or what about those WOW group dinners
that freshman eat at the president’s house. If
any one of you first year kids still hasn’t gone
to yours yet, listen up.
Without fail, the president always says to ask
him any question and he will answer it. Here is
what you must do…you must. It is a must do.
You must ask him: “President Erik Hoekstra
sir, why did you delete Twitter from your
phone?”
He will then have to delete it. Because you
asked him why. It was a question that assumed
circumstances. And he must assume the
circumstances in order to answer the question.
Because you asked him why. Surely this will
work.
Dordt University, I am begging you.

bY:- Staff Writer
This winter, Dordt University has plans to
go all the way back to its roots, and I mean
all the way back. This is an all-encompassing
rebranding for Dordt. Already bored of the
novelty of its shiny new status as a University,
Dordt has plans to, once again, become a mink
farm.
The inspiration for this undertaking arose
out of a need. In Denmark, where mink farming
is still popular, minks have been contracting and
spreading COVID-19. The particular strain is
benign in humans, but with the push to develop
a vaccine, the Danes simply decided the minks
needed to go.
And so, 17 million mink were put on death
row. Culling them seemed to be the only
feasible path for stopping the spread, but PETA
had other ideas.
PETA created a mink placement program, so
that, rather than killing the greasy little things,
they could immigrate. Dordt University is one
of several institutions partaking in the program.
“Dordt’s focus will be on testing and
restoring the health of the mink under our care,”
President Hoekstra said. “Because of the size of
this project, academic proceedings will be put
online until further notice.”
Hopefully, no students needed to take any
in-person tests this semester to graduate.
Since no physical classes will be taking
place for the foreseeable future, students will
be asked to vacate the premises to make room
for the weasels. The mink will be housed all
over campus. All residence halls will be filled
with cages for the minks. In addition, all
classroom buildings and auditoriums will house
the creatures; any building not used as a mink
residence will be put to use as storage.
“I think this is the natural next step for
Dordt,” Robert Taylor, dean of students, said.
“There is nothing more satisfying than a story
that comes full circle.”
Needless to say, most students are not on the
same page as Taylor and disapprove of the route
Dordt is currently on.
“Abraham Kuyper would be rolling in his
grave to hear how far Dordt has fallen as an
institution,” Aart Vanderbaart, one of Dordt’s
students said.

But the biggest concern for most students is
what is going to happen to their education, their
credits, and, most importantly- their money.
“There are no plans to reimburse student’s
tuition,” Director of Financial Aid Harlan
Harmelink said in a press conference following
the announcement. “Additionally, credits are
non-transferrable, and your education is now
your responsibility.”
“CRUCIFY HIM!” The crowd roared at the
presser with indignation.
Before another American riot could break
out, President Hoekstra managed to regain
the crowd’s attention. He sympathized with
the crowd, but emphasized the exciting new
opportunities the farm, dubbed “Dordt’s Mink
Palace,” would provide.
Jobs as directors and farm hands will be
provided to Dordt’s highest achieving students
as a consolation. Future employees will have
lifetime tenure, a 401k, and healthcare- dental
included!
The crowd was not satisfied. But rather than
fight the power, defeated students slumped
off and began writing college applications yet
again.
“This isn’t even the weirdest thing to happen
this year,” said another student, Brittany Bakker.
“I don’t think I’ll ever feel shocked again.”
Dordt decided to ignore the student’s
opinions and made the action official. As
of January 14, 2021, Dordt University will
henceforth be known as Dordt’s Mink Palace.
For ease of application, email your answers
to the following questions to drdtmnkplc19@
dordt.edu or visit dordt.minkconnect.com to fill
out an online application.
• What is your name?
• Why do you want to work at Dordt’s
Mink Palace?
• What is your enneagram type?
• What is your favorite color and why is it
FFB81C?
• Can you recite the five parts of TULIP?
• How passionate are you about minks on a
scale 1 to 10? (10 being the highest)
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Remaining Trump supporters Campus Cat is actually robot
secede, claim southview green sent to spy on students
W. Sherman - Staff Writer

In the days following Joe Biden’s victory
in the 2020 Presidential Election, supporters
of Donald Trump and the campaign alike
have made progressively ludicrous statements
regarding the integrity of the electoral process.
Courts have thrown out more than a dozen
lawsuits across the United States, but the legal
and moral failures have not deterred Trump
supporters on Dordt’s campus. A convoy of
students in lifted trucks led by a grey-clad
member of the pro-tech department descended
on the green space behind Southview on
Saturday morning.
The alleged leader, junior Soar Loser,
commented to Diamond staff: “The liberals
are stealing the election! They got more people
to vote for commie Biden because of his
comprehensive tax plan, healthcare platform,
moral decency…”
The rapidly growing tent city has garnered
attention from some of Dordt’s top brass.
Soon to be installed business professor
Trump commented via tweet, saying “THESE
STUDENTS ARE PATRIOTS! WE ARE
WINNING BY A LOT!”
When Diamond staff attempted to interview
Professor Trump, he declined to comment
further, saying he had an important meeting to
attend to. Professor Trump was later chased out
of the history department after coloring every
United States map red with a sharpie.
Student reactions to the New Confederacy
of Trump are mixed. Student security has split
over the issue, with half the students going to
join the rising nation, and the other half refusing
to go anywhere near the commune.
“It just doesn’t feel right, man,” said security

Macy Rocketeller – 351
member senior Eric Hamstra. “A house divided
cannot stand, you know?”
While most students are indifferent to
the issue, some are planning a counteractive
resistance to the group. Their efforts thus far
have culminated to letting the air out of the
tires of the lifted trucks encircling the camp,
lobbing eggs towards the green, and cutting off
the supply of Busch Light being brought to the
camp by the keg.
Hostile words were exchanged on the dawn
of Sunday morning, when members of the New
Confederacy of Trump called passing students
“radical antifa-terrorists.” The insults prompted
students from both sides of the conflict to
entrench themselves – anti-Trump forces
took up position in Southview and Kuyper,
looking down at the camp. These students
taunted the pro-Trump side by burning Trump
paraphernalia, projecting electoral college maps
onto the green, and performing basic literacy.
President Erik Hoekstra spoke in a press
conference on Monday, calling for unity on
both sides. He made clear Dordt’s policy.
“Every student is entitled to their own free
opinion, no matter how asinine,” Hoekstra said.
Tensions remain high going into the week,
and Diamond analysists are worried for the
potential of violence, especially after multiple
news sources have called the race for Joe Biden,
and Trump refuses to concede the race.

Student found in dorm buried
knee-deep in homework
Humoris Howicope – Staff Disappointment
As the countdown to the end of the
semester continues to draw near, the amount
of homework for students to complete only
seems to grow. With numerous projects, papers,
and final exams looming over the horizon,
students across campus have been feeling
the heavy weight of college responsibilities.
One student, sophomore Dover Bachiever,
has been experiencing particularly pressuring
circumstances throughout these past two weeks.
Bachiever, a double major of history and
English, has spent the past fifteen days in his
East Hall dorm alone. Apart from attending
class and occasionally grabbing a meal or a
library book, he spends all his time on his dorm
bed or desk, doing homework.
“I’m a decent student, always have been,”
Bachiever said. “I always try to have every
assignment handed in well done and on time.”
Scrapin Buy, a sophomore and Bachiever’s
roommate, has shared serious concerns over
his roommate’s state of mind and current
circumstances.
“The man eats, sleeps, and breathes
homework,” Buy said. “It’s as if the moment
we found out we were going home for
Thanksgiving, Dover pitched camp in our
dorm.”
Although he considers Bachiever a dear
friend, Buy has found it challenging to stay in
his dorm. In several instances, he has found
Buy laying on the rock-hard floor, whispering
of revised syllabi and pushed-up deadlines. In
other cases, Buy has walked in on his dorm with
a wall completely covered with sticky notes that
outline Bachiever’s to-do list.
“I’ve honestly just been staying with other
friends in East Hall. At least I can get some
sleep there and do my own homework,” Buy
said.
Bachiever understands and appreciates the
concern from his friends, but he does not know

how he can truly change his situation.
“Every single one of my profs seemed to
decide to stuff a month’s worth of learning
into the last two weeks of in-person class,”
Bachiever said. “I respect and understand their
decisions, but I will admit that it has taken a
significant toll on me.”
On Thursday, November 12, many of
Dordt’s students could be found scattered across
campus—learning in night class, studying in
the library, or completing a group project in
the Eckardt. However, as Buy entered his dorm
room, he came upon his roommate handling his
homework a bit differently, even for his already
strange standards.
“Dover was literally standing in the corner
with an enormous pile of papers around him,”
Buy said. “I have never seen anything like it. I
was speechless.”
Once extracted from the mound of paper,
Bachiever explained to his roommate that he
had accumulated so many papers from all his
classes that they all had fallen from his desk and
right onto him as he studied.
“I’ll admit, I was embarrassed for Scrapin
to find me like that,” Bachiever said, “But it
was nice to have the helping hand out of my
predicament…He even helped me carry all of
the unnecessary papers to the recycling bin
outside.”
As the semester quickly approaches its close,
both Bachiever and Buy have a lot of work to
complete. Still, they look hopefully toward the
holidays and the rest that they can expect. The
two roommates both have their reasons.
“I am so excited to finally eat meals with
other humans and go to bed without the pressure
of another three papers,” Bachiever said.
“I’m just ready to have a sane roommate
after this is all over,” Buy said.

Watch out for Campus Cat because he is
watching you. While the orange house cat has
been making his way around Dordt apartments
and dorms—some reports seeing him as far
as East Campus Apartments—he has been
covertly collecting data on students’ daily lives
and home habits.
In October, Brent Vanderstrasma made the
shocking discovery that the feline is not, in fact,
feline-ish while it was spending some time in
his Kuyper apartment. Vanderstrasma had come
home when Campus Cat greeted him with barks
and a wagging tail.
“I was uncomfortable but let the cat stay.
I thought maybe he grew up in a dog family,”
Vanderstrasma said.
After some time, Campus Cat moved on

to some other unsuspecting housing building.
Vanderstrasma hadn’t seen the feline for several
weeks, until he was walking to class one day
and saw Campus Cat behind East Hall.
“He was jerking and twitching back there
and I thought maybe one of the freshman guys
had fed him something,” Vanderstrasma said.
He felt bad, so he took the cat to his
apartment. One night, Campus Cat was
watching Vanderstrasma cook ramen when he
knocked a knife off the counter.
“The knife fell pointy-side-down and speared
Campus Cat’s head but it was just sticking out
like horn between his ears and he just sat there,
like, staring at me. There wasn’t any blood or
anything, but I smelled this burning and smoke
was coming out of his head,” Vanderstrasma
said. He pulled out the knife.
“That was when I realized that Campus Cat
is not a cat,” Vanderstrasma said. Thinking fast,
he filled the sink with water and shoved Campus
Cat into it. The robot sparked and smoked until
the cupboards lit on fire and the fire alarm went
off. When the fire department came, they took
Campus Cat with them.
“Maintenance came to clean up everything,
but they didn’t say anything about us paying
or anything…it was like they just wanted us to
forget anything had happened,” Vanderstrasma
said. Three days later, Campus Cat was spotted
outside the Commons.
Dordt administration refuses to comment on
the aforementioned events.

Trump sign collection service
is richest on-campus business
Serena Van Der Woodsen - Staff Writer
Step aside, self-proclaimed “hairdressers.”
The Dordt University campus is home to a new
business that has earned millions in revenue this
past week alone.
“Dump Trump,” started by fifth-year seniors
Abraham Kuyper and Jon Van Essendorn,
currently employs six students and operates
24/7 by appointment only. Customers pay only
$0.50 and can choose from a variety of services:
sign and flag burning, tearing, and personalized
framing. Premium services include hammering,
steam cleaning, and Trump flag memorial
services. The business, which has gained
campus-wide recognition, started with a need.
“The outcome of the election has created
an overflow of Trump posters, signs, and flags
left around campus,” Veronica Van Veldman,
a junior, said. “People don’t want them. They
can’t stand looking at them every day in defeat.”
Van Veldman also said that the presence
of Trump flags has created tensions between
roommates.
“People want this election to be over. The
only way to do that is to get rid of the Trump
flags that are clogging up campus windows.”
Founder Abraham Kuyper was surprised at
the outpouring of students in need of the Dump
Trump services.
“I knew I’d make money. I just didn’t know it
would be this much.” Kuyper said.
He is now set to retire in 2021, which means
he can finally leave Dordt University, diploma
or not.
But what is now a lucrative money-making
business had very humble beginnings.
“I used to work at the Commons,” Kuyper
said, looking back fondly at his freshman and
sophomore years. “I received employee of the
month for sitting in a chair while people scanned
their IDs. I even said ‘Hi’ to them sometimes.”
Kuyper’s employment at his work study
forever changed after one chilly day in February
of 2019. “We wanted to go sledding,” Kuyper
said. “We went to the Commons and took the
trays. I thought no one would notice… but I was
wrong.”
The next day, Kuyper was no longer
employee of the month. Within a week, he was

fired. It was the end of his Commons career.
“When you go through something like
that… you need to change the trajectory of your
career. Luckily with Dump Trump, I’ve found
it.”
After Biden became projected winner of
the 2020 election, Kuyper teamed up with his
close friend Jon Van Essendorn and began
Dump Trump. The plan was to pick up signs
to prevent campus waste. But this business
quickly became a beloved service. Dump
Trump employees work to provide for the needs
of their customers.
“Students are struggling with the stages of
grief after Trump’s loss. People need closure,”
Kuyper said. “That is why Dump Trump
provides emotional support and a certified
psychologist on call.”
Kuyper said many of his customers choose to
have their Trump flags preserved in a display
case, hopeful in a resurrection of Trump’s
“Keep America Great” motto.
Veronica Van Veldman called Dump
Trump just last week. But instead of burning
or preserving her room’s Trump memorabilia,
she paid the “Dump Trump” team to pick up
her neighbor’s Trump flag, hanging outside of
a window in East Campus. She was thankful for
the efficiency of Dump Trump’s services and
their prices.
“It had to go,” she said. “We can’t keep
moving forward if we keep looking backward.
Also, everyone kept thinking it was my room.
But I would never hang a flag of a losing
candidate.”
As Dump Trump continues to baffle Dordt’s
faculty with its incoming revenue, Kuyper
looks back on his success and lasting impact on
the Dordt community and culture.
“You can fire me from the Commons or
make fun of me for being a 5th and almost 6th
year senior…but no one can destroy ingenuity.”
Kuyper and Van Essendorn plan to continue
their services at Ivy League schools on the east
coast. But, unfortunately for Dump Trump,
there seems to be no Trump signs to be found
there.
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North and East Halls deemed Isolated and afraid
worse than prison
Sigmund Freud - Staff Writer

Weeba Van Schniesma - Staff Writer

After the infamous Thanksgiving email
detailing formal prison sentences for those
who did not receive the flu vaccination upon
returning to Dordt, some Dordt students who
had not received flu shots quaked in fear; they
went on to sign up for a flu shot that day. Others,
like sophomore Hans Vandersteltenberg, were
interested to explore prison life.
“I think it could be an interesting change
of pace,” Vandersteltenberg said, “I’m not
necessarily sure prison life is worse than college
life since there are no statistics proving so.”
Some didn’t believe Dordt had the right to
imprison them, but alas, the unvaccinated Dordt
students can now breathe freely, or at least at
least as much as is possible in the burnt popcorn
stench of North and East Hall.
A new email from Robert Taylor and the
subsequent President Hokestra video stated that
Dordt was recanting plans to imprison students
who returned to campus without receiving a flu
shot.
“After careful evaluation and consideration
of funds, we believe that North and East Halls
are worse than prison,” wrote Taylor.
The new plan, according to the email
and video, is to extensively quarantine those
without a flu shot in the East and North Hall
open dorms. They are considering placing as
many as six students in one dorm.
The news comes after a tour of the Sioux
Dutch Falls City prison. The carpets were
updated, meals were served hot and ready, and
it even had air conditioning. The community
showers even had new shower drains compared
to the thirty-year old drains of North and East
Halls. The dorms have not kept up with the
times in compared to real-life city prison cells.

Larissa Vanderhaven, an alumna of Dordt,
recently toured East Hall with her son. “It
brought back memories,” said Vanderhaven.
“I even was able to find the stick of gum I
put under the drinking fountain when I attended
Dordt thirty years ago.”
East Hall was the girls’ dorm back when
Vanderhaven attended Dordt. Her tour was filled
with nostalgia, and she claimed not a lot had
changed. “It still has that old timey character,”
said Vanderhaven.
John
Caleb-Ryan-David-John-Moses,
a
former occupant of Sioux Dutch Falls City
prison and current student at Dordt, is thinking
of returning to the cracked white-painted cell
and gray bars after news of the change.
“At least the Wi-Fi is better at SDFC,”
claimed Caleb-Sam-David-John-Moses.
He values his academics and thinks living
in one of the East or North dorm rooms would
pose issues to his online classes. He also would
miss having his own toilet and sink.
“The mattresses are probably better at Dordt
though,” Caleb-Sam-David-John-Moses said.
Meals will be provided by the Dordt
Commons to the inmates of East and North,
although once their meals are done for the
week, money will be taken from their Defender
Dollars to cover additional meals.
Inmates will be forced to share two desks,
but Dordt will provide some old couches left by
Dordt students from last spring as extra beds.
The deadline for flu shots is November 26th.

With ethical dilemmas removed, the
psychology department moves in on isolated
students.
If you spend any time talking to a psychology
professor, you will quickly discover that there
is still a lot of unknowns regarding the human
brain.
Compared to other scientific fields,
psychology is more difficult to study for
one simple reason: you can’t run human
experiments. Or you could, but it would likely
be frowned upon.
Many in the field are tired of waiting
around for volunteers to partake in a mundane,
simplistic study, many of which could already
be found on the TV show Brain Games.
Tricking people into standing in lines, guessing
the price of a cake, or subjecting them to magic
tricks simply doesn’t do much for the discovery
of the human psyche. To get the real results,
there must be some serious manipulation.
“There used to be a lot of human
experiments,” Mark Christians, professor
of psychology, said. “But then some good
Samaritans waved the red flag, and now
psychology is the brunt of bad jokes.”
But that is about to change. COVID-19, the
disease that is bringing many to their knees,
has put an extra bounce in the steps of the
psychology department at Dordt.
“It’s really quite perfect,” Luralyn Helming,
another Dordt psychology professor, said.
“When a student is put into quarantine
or isolation, you have the perfect control
environment.”
Professors are champing at the bit to begin
their studies, and they want to involve a few
lucky students in the experiments. This unique
opportunity would allow a student to get their
work published, or at the very least receive
substantial recognition.
“It would be great for anyone needing to get
into a competitive graduate school,” Christians
said.
Professors are now receiving applications
for this position. Any interested parties should
track their professors down and perform their
application in a song to a holiday tune. They
will be graded on dance moves, lyrical quality,
and song choice.

Helming assured concerned parties that
she has gotten this study approved by the
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Each
professor has chosen an area on which to focus
their study.
Christians is eager to look at each student’s
different personality and how it affects their
experiences.
“Personality is a rather simple concept,”
Christians said. “It can be boiled down into
introverts and extroverts.”
Christians hypothesized that introverts will
enjoy being in isolation so much that they’ll
never want to leave. After all, it’s the perfect
environment for someone that hates interacting
with people. Extroverts, on the other hand,
will most surely suffer. Forcing them into a
4-star hotel prison will yield interesting results.
Insanity is not out of the question.
Bruce Vermeer, Dordt’s third psychology
professor, plans to look at the effects of stress
and social isolation on the brain.
Students secluded from others are more prone
to succumb to the negative effects of stress.
Vermeer plans to encourage hotel staff to guard
student’s rooms to prevent leaving. Feeling
trapped is a sure way to get a stress response.
If that doesn’t work, Vermeer has a plan in
the works to place scares around the hotel
room. With Halloween over and items on sale,
Vermeer didn’t need to stretch Dordt’s budget to
purchase his scary pranks.
“What we start to see when students are
under long-term stress is that they release a
lot of cortisol,” Vermeer said. “This increases
metabolic activity and makes the hippocampus
vulnerable.”
Translation: Stress does bad things to your
memory.
Helming is ecstatic that she can finally study
the effects of virtual learning. Educational
psychology has long been an interest of hers.
“This opportunity just kind of fell into my
lap,” Helming said. “It’s simply too good to
pass up.”
All studies will be conducted via hidden
cameras, undercover staff, prank phone calls,
and bad food. Students should send their
complaints to the soon-to-be-vacationing
Robert Taylor, who recently said that he was
bored and wanted more COVID-19 problems
to resolve.

The second annual jousting match: English vs. Education cont.
cont. from pg. 1

“I honestly don’t know what this class is
going to look like,” said Professor Luke Hawley
in a recent Grammar class.
Since Professor Bill Elgersma left Dordt,
the two departments seemed to be getting
along until an education professor overheard
Professor Josh Matthews criticizing John Van
Dyk and openly berating the book known as
Letters to Lisa.
Professors Ryan Zonnefeld and Dave
Mulder worked together to write a formal
Declaration of War. It looked a little too much
like a typical education form, so most of the
English profs didn’t read it, but it didn’t take
much to convince them joust against their
education rivals anyway.
Mulder stepped up onto a pure white horse
surrounded by his fellow professors. He lifted
a pure wood mahogany lance and lowered his

visor. “You will pay for what you said about
John,” Mulder yelled at Matthews.
Across the soccer field, Matthews mounted
Horsey and picked up a large stick he found in
his yard. He then charged at Mulder. After seven
attempts, Mulder finally landed a glancing blow
on Matthews’ shoulder—knocking him to the
ground—and won the first round for the ed
department.
The second round was swiftly taken by
Professor Abby De Groot, much to the delight
of her kids on the sidelines. The education
professors were up 2-0 in a best out of 5, so they
sent in their ace, Professor Tim Van Soelen, clad
in a full suit of armor.
A lengthy gust of wind caught Van Soelen
off balance and he tumbled off his horse, giving
Schaap and Horsey the first point for the English
department.

Professor Hawley out-jousted Zonnefeld to
tie the score up. As both departments huddled to
decide their jousters for the final round, a deep
rumbling shook the soft earth—and this time it
wasn’t the wind.
“Is that a bulldozer?” asked Professor Van
Soelen.
Sure enough, slowly trampling through
the prairie appeared a yellow bulldozer. The
professors waited patiently for around fifteen
minutes as the bulldozer, like a snail, inched
its way to the soccer field. It plowed down
the fence with ease while each eye squinted to
make out the person driving the bulldozer.
“Bill?” breathed a speechless Zonnefeld.
The bulldozer, manned by the former
English professor Bill Elgersma, pushed the
snow off the soccer field he once coached and
turned around near the English department.

“I have come to save you,” shouted
Elgersma.
The cheers of the English department were
drowned out by the overpowering engine of the
bulldozer.
Elgersma wanted to use his bulldozer
to joust, which ruffled some feathers of the
education professors. They argued, but like
the good ole days, Bill Elgersma’s volume
persevered.
Zonnefeld climbed up onto a horse on one
end, and Elgersma remained in his bulldozer.
The horse bounded bravely towards the heavy
machine, but Zonnefeld’s lance snapped on the
steel exterior. The horse finally spooked from
the loud noises and began to buck. Eventually,
Zonnefeld fell off the horse, giving Elgersma
and the English department the win.
Elgersma waved to the other English
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Staff Look-a-likes

Cher and Mindy De Jager

Statler and Howard Wilson

Sheen and Kyle Van Wyk

Carrie Underwood and Tara Boer

John Cena and Erik Hoekstra

Caillu and Randy Smit

Swedish Chef and Vern Eekhoff

Iwan Rheon and Cory Gotto

Professor Sybill Trelawney and Kristin Van De Griend

Leonard Bernstein and Gary De Vries
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“Once is good” Says freshmen
boys on washing their masks as
often as Wilson recommends
washing their underwear
Steve Kreftig - Staff Writer

Jerry and Ryan Smit

Ted Danson and Mark Christians

Mr. Clean and Craig Stiemsma

Brad Pitt and Lee Pitts

Dwalin and Joshua Matthews

Two freshman from North Hall tramp down
the stairs to the basement laundry room every
Sunday afternoon. They wash all the essentials:
shirts, pants, and socks. One article of clothing
is not included, however: their underwear.
Robert Taylor, vice president for student
success and dean of students, sent an email
Aug. 14 to students and staff regarding the plan
for Dordt University’s return to campus. Under
the heading, “Remember to Wear your Mask,”
one line stood out to this group of boys. It read,
“Please wash your masks regularly, perhaps as
often as you wash your underwear.”
Ryan Van Houten and his roommate, Bill
Van Gelder, did not want to wash their masks,
so they decided they wouldn’t wash their
underwear either.
“I mean, what guy wants to wash their
underwear every single time anyway,” he said.
“I figured we could get creative enough if we
needed to.”
Van Houten and Van Gelder started the
semester confidently. They sat down on their
dorm’s couch one evening to craft their plan of
action. Between the two of them, they had 18
pairs. They determined they would wear each
pair of underwear for two weeks—one week
the correct way and one week inside out—
which would take them nearly to the end of the
semester.
The two quickly found this task was much
harder than anticipated.
“Seriously, we could hardly stand our own
stench,” said Van Gelder, “The urge to wash
was overwhelming. We didn’t do our laundry
together before, but now we have to. If we
didn’t, I know I would break the deal. We had to
stay strong.”

Van Gelder’s girlfriend, Hayley Van Roekel,
also proved to be a persistent obstacle to their
goal. She camped outside of their apartment
during her free time, hoping their laundry
would be left unguarded so that she could wash
it. Her endeavors were unsuccessful.
“This plan of theirs is absolutely and utterly
embarrassing,” she said. “First of all, it’s gross.
And secondly, he smells. Oh, and finally,
everyone only knows me now as the girlfriend
of that gross boy in North Hall.”
The four decided to revisit their initial plan
on Oct. 15. Van Houten said they couldn’t
continue their first proposal for much longer.
They decided to take a weekly run to a dollar
store to get seven days’ worth of new underwear.
“We didn’t want to simply give up on
Taylor’s request, so we found the loophole,”
Van Houten said. “We may be wearing clean
underwear every day, but I promise you, I
have never washed any of my underwear this
semester. The large pile in the corner of our
bathroom is proof of that.”
Van Gelder said they are proud of their
dedication to their quest. While their underwear
pile has reached 3 feet, they are still wearing
the disposable mask that they received their first
day of class.
Through it all, the roommates have gained a
new appreciation for underwear.
“One thing this experience has taught me
is that every pair of underwear is important,”
he said. “There is no room to throw away those
typically unwanted pairs. It has a hole? Doesn’t
matter. It has stupid little cartoons on it? Doesn’t
matter. It’s that slightly too-small pair of tightywhities? Also doesn’t matter.”

Lorem ipsum
GrApHic dEsiGn iS mY pAssiON - Staff Writer
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Leo integer malesuada nunc vel
risus. Aenean euismod elementum nisi
quis eleifend quam adipiscing vitae proin.
Viverra mauris in aliquam sem fringilla
ut morbi. Morbi enim nunc faucibus a
pellentesque. Blandit massa enim nec dui
nunc mattis enim ut. Scelerisque varius
morbi enim nunc faucibus. Eget egestas
purus viverra accumsan in nisl nisi
scelerisque. Tempor id eu nisl nunc mi.
Sem viverra aliquet eget sit amet tellus
cras.Diam vel quam elementum pulvinar
etiam non quam lacus. A arcu cursus
vitae congue mauris rhoncus aenean vel.
Id semper risus in hendrerit gravida.
Mauris pharetra et ultrices neque ornare
aenean euismod elementum. Metus
vulputate eu scelerisque felis imperdiet
proin fermentum leo vel. Ac odio tempor
orci dapibus ultrices in iaculis. Non quam
lacus suspendisse faucibus interdum. Nisi
scelerisque eu ultrices vitae auctor. Nulla
facilisi cras fermentum odio eu feugiat.
Mattis enim ut tellus elementum sagittis
vitae. Eros donec ac odio tempor orci
dapibus. Mauris rhoncus aenean vel elit
scelerisque mauris pellentesque pulvinar
pellentesque. Sed viverra tellus in hac.
Venenatis tellus in metus vulputate. A
arcu cursus vitae congue mauris rhoncus
aenean vel elit. Dignissim enim sit amet
venenatis urna cursus eget. Lacus
vestibulum sed arcu non odio euismod
lacinia at. Tellus molestie nunc non
blandit. Consequat semper viverra nam
libero justo laoreet sit amet cursus.

Et malesuada fames ac turpis egestas
integer eget aliquet.Enim ut sem viverra
aliquet eget sit. Rhoncus est pellentesque
elit ullamcorper dignissim cras tincidunt.
Vivamus at augue eget arcu dictum
varius duis at. Laoreet id donec ultrices
tincidunt arcu non sodales neque. Neque
gravida in fermentum et sollicitudin ac
orci phasellus egestas. Sagittis vitae et
leo duis ut. Adipiscing elit pellentesque
habitant morbi. Imperdiet sed euismod
nisi porta. Non tellus orci ac auctor augue.
Nisi scelerisque eu ultrices vitae auctor
eu augue ut. Maecenas accumsan lacus
vel facilisis volutpat est velit. Egestas
congue quisque egestas diam in arcu
cursus euismod. Dui id ornare arcu odio ut
sem nulla pharetra. Pulvinar pellentesque
habitant morbi tristique senectus et
netus. Maecenas volutpat blandit aliquam
etiam erat velit. Consequat id porta nibh
venenatis cras.Sem fringilla ut morbi
tincidunt augue interdum velit euismod
in. Placerat in egestas erat imperdiet
sed euismod nisi. Sed enim ut sem
viverra aliquet eget sit. Diam vel quam
elementum pulvinar etiam non quam lacus
suspendisse. Pretium vulputate sapien
nec sagittis. Malesuada nunc vel risus
commodo viverra maecenas. Ut faucibus
pulvinar elementum integer enim neque
volutpat ac. Nec feugiat nisl pretium
fusce id. Diam donec adipiscing tristique
risus nec feugiat in fermentum. Sit amet
volutpat consequat mauris nunc congue.
Nibh venenatis cras sed felis. Imperdiet
proin fermentum leo vel orci porta.
Tempor orci eu lobortis elementum nibh
tellus molestie nunc non. Sit amet est
placerat in egestas erat. Mi eget mauris

farts & entertainment.

everyone say thank you sam
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Zircon announces 2020 Presidential Announcement Video
Awards
Humoris Howicope – Staff Disappointment
Deep breath in. Breath out. Headphones in.
As the fall 2020 semester draws to a close, so
does the first season of video announcements
from our beloved President Hoekstra. Amidst
all the confusion of in-person classes during a
pandemic, students on campus could reliably
look forward to the clarity offered in the regular
Presidential Announcement Videos (PAV). This
semester, we were treated with six editions of
PAV, so, in lieu of a closing season, it is time to
announce the 2020 PAV awards.
Best lead actor/actress: President
Hoekstra
Despite the heated competition in this
category, President Hoekstra consistently stole
the show in each edition of the PAV saga. As
the focal point of every shot, our president
never let us down with his sincere smile, spoton message delivery, and a tone of voice that
genuinely assured us that yes, everything really
is going to be all right, and we really are going
to enjoy an in-person semester.
Runner-up: Clip-on microphone on
President Hoekstra’s shirt
Best
supporting
actor/actress:
Crumpled Mask™
No part in the PAV series is insignificant.
No role goes unseen. On behalf of the entire
campus, The Zircon would like to applaud the
Crumpled Mask™ for offering its talent and
command of the screen in a single episode of
PAV (Week 8: 10/12/2020). Resting in the
bottom right-hand corner of the video, the pale

blue medical mask offers the audience a gentle
reminder of the necessity of mask-wearing. We
look forward to seeing more from this legendary
face covering in the future.
Runner-up: Book #5 on shelf B2 (Week 4:
9/15/2020)
Screenplay: Week 2: 8/31/2020
At a whopping five minutes and twentyone seconds, our first presidential update
will always be a timeless one. With smooth
transitions and multiple angles, President
Hoekstra delivers a coherent and enlightening
message to the whole campus. In this update,
students and faculty received an introduction to
campus life (COVD-19 style) as well as other
necessary pieces of information needed in order
to start the semester off on the right foot. With
an earth-shattering view count of nearly 1500, it
seems like the rest of campus would agree with
these sentiments.
Cinematography: Week 5: 9/25/2020
Perhaps it’s the unexplainable spherical
piece of décor with its arrow pointing toward
the sky. Maybe it’s the impressively organized
wall of bookshelves looming behind our
president. Or, most likely, it’s the early autumn
sun filtering through the office windows and
shining directly on the star of the show. No
matter what you think is the best part, this entire
episode is undeniably an incredible work of
art. The innovative cinematography of “Week
5” keeps us coming back again and again to
hear about a spike of COVID-19 cases and

significant community spread.
Best story: Thanksgiving Break:
10/27/2020
It’s no secret that on the 27th of October,
the majority of students dropped whatever they
were doing to read and watch this campus
update. Even though we may not have wanted
to hear that we would be going home for
Thanksgiving, we all agreed that this is the
episode with which we were most engaged.
If the news of a month and a half without inperson classes didn’t do it for us, the routine
mention of the U.S. Presidential Election sure
did. Overall, this PAV update is a roller coaster
of emotions, one that gripped us tightly for the
entire four minutes and fifty-one seconds.
Best score: Week 12: 11/9/2020
While the background guitar tunes featured
in almost every PAV is certainly pleasant, the
soothing piano piece playing while President
Hoekstra delivered his latest campus update
has earned this episode the award. Overall,
the piano music complemented the solemn but
uplifting message Hoekstra conveys in a way
that is tear-jerking and unforgettable.
Costume design: Thanksgiving Break:
10/27/2020
Despite the perhaps unfortunate news
received in this video, our hearts were truly
lifted by the fantastic wardrobe choice in this
video. With President Hoekstra sporting a crisp
white button-up paired with a dashing black
suit coat, the anticipated message was delivered

in a professional and respectable manner. Mr.
President, we applaud you for your bold fashion
statements and eagerly await what else you
have in store next semester.

Dordt staff plans to record Christmas album What is Dordt
defending?
Yukon Cornelius – Staff Writer

As students return to their families over the
extended Thanksgiving/winter break this year, a
large group of Dordt staff have begun planning
to utilize the empty campus to create music. The
upcoming album, Merry Chrimuh, will include
covers of traditional Christmas tunes and
original songs that maintain a Christmas theme.
The Dordt Music Department has worked
hard to prepare for the album—holding tryouts,
arranging music, and planning extensive
recording sessions. Ryan Smit, director of
choral activities, is looking forward to the
chance to show off the faculty’s lesser-known

talents.
“We have some staff members who can
absolutely sing their hearts out.” Smit said,
“Along with some instrumentalists, we should
have a fantastic time and hopefully make
something for everyone to enjoy,”
Onsby Rose, director of instrumental studies,
will be working with Smit on spearheading the
project.
“I’m so very fortunate just to be able to do
this with our wonderful staff on campus.” Rose
said, “I’ve begun to listen to all the prospective
instrumentalists and let me just say, there are

some people here who I think were born to play.
We’re going to have a ton of fun making this
album,”
With extensive involvement from staff,
administration, and faculty, nearly every
department and office at the university will be
represented in the ensemble.
Members of the ensemble have been sworn to
secrecy about what exactly will be in the album.
Beyond sharing the general genre of the album,
those involved have been tight-lipped about
exactly which songs will be on the album.
“We want to put something out there that
people will enjoy, but we also want it to be a
surprise. There are a lot of things that I think
people won’t expect – so we’re working hard to
keep it under wraps,” Smit said.
One thing that Smit did divulge is that,
alongside the album, they are going to create
accompanying music videos for each song.
The communication and theatre arts
departments have assumed control of the music
video production. They held an extensive tryout
for applicants. Many faculty members earned
roles they hope could catapult them to stardom.
Some faculty members have already secured
the services of talent agents, preparing for an
influx of interest in their talents.
“I was honored to have been cast as the one
and only Santa Claus for many of these music
videos.” said one faculty member, who agreed
to an interview on the condition of anonymity
to preserve the surprise. “I had always thought
I was a fit for a role like this, so hopefully I
can send in this tape and maybe sign a deal in
Hollywood,”
While students return to their families over
the extended break, Dordt professors will be
hard at work fine-tuning what is expected to be
a musical masterpiece that will ring through the
halls of Dordt University for years to come.
Merry Chrimuh will release on December 24
at midnight and will be available for $9.99.

cont. from pg. 1
Denmark.
“To ensure that minks are not wiped off the
earth, we need to show our pride in our heritage
and work to aid the minks who have been
contracted COVID-19,” Hoekstra said, “We
must rise up and do God’s work in saving these
creatures from extinction. “I implore students
and staff to take pride in our new mascot.”
As Dordt adopts this change, the need for a
name to accompany Dordt’s newest furry friend
has arisen. Names such as “Mojo,” “Greg,”
“Shalom,” and “Sir Minkerton the Third” have
been in debate. However, President Hoekstra
and his council of minks are still open to more
suggestions. They encourage students to send in
suggestions by tying a note to the nearest mink
they see running around campus.
Live proud and flourish, Dordt students:
Defenders of the Minks. Be fierce in spreading
God’s love and in the activities on campus, and
all hail our glorious new symbol.

opinion.
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Your bi-yearly horoscope
By Nadda Believer - Staff Writier
This year has been a strange year for everyone.
Make it a little stranger by letting a newspaper
tell you what to do with your life.

Aries:

I see you looking at your Christmas
decorations already. Those garlands dangling
out of that tote in the corner are practically
mocking you, aren’t they? They beckon you
every time you see them out of the corner of your
eye, that golden strand of glittery cellophane
curls, begging you to come closer and unleash
it upon the world. Like magnets, those tendrils
of gold pull you in, closer and closer every time
you look at them. Don’t you dare touch that box
of decorations. Just don’t.

Taurus:

Hey, you know the cute guy in your CORE200 class? The one with the cross necklace and
the 1000-yard stare that makes him look like
Aragorn going off to fight Sauron? Not worth
it. He might have asked you for a pencil three
times this week, but it isn’t because he’s flirting.
He is, in fact, creating a pencil army and your
purple Bic #2s are about to be the foundation for
a trebuchet. He is consumed by his passion for
medieval war machines and is, thus, completely
emotionally unavailable. But hey, what do I
know? Maybe you will be the one to help him
reunite his warring kingdoms and end this
graphite crusade.

Gemini:

Listen, I know that you keep seeing things in
the prairie that you can’t explain. Strange lights
hover over the prayer garden. Too-tall shadows
move when the people they are attached to do
not. The bird songs seem to form words that you
just can’t quite make out. You tell your friends
about all of this and they seem frightened by
you now. It’s okay. I see and hear these things
too. When the birds finally speak your name,
follow them into the wildflowers. You won’t
regret it. Make sure you wear a coat though
because it’s been, like, -12 degrees lately, and
frostbite shouldn’t keep you from your destiny.
Cancer:
I don’t know what to tell you, man. The stars
refuse to tell me anything about you. I literally
begged them to give me anything, any morsel
of advice for you and they straight-up ignored
me. Jerks. Anyway, since the stars won’t help
you, I suppose it’s up to me to keep you from
completely going off the rails. Allow me to
provide you with the best piece of advice I can
conjure, a piece of advice that has been passed

down through my family for generations,
through war and famine and hardships of all
kinds. Advice that has kept my family alive
far longer than we probably should have been.
Advice that will keep us alive for many, many
years into the future, possibly until the end of
time itself: Don’t eat yellow snow.
Leo:
There is a spy in our midst, and I am
tasking you with finding them. Come down
to the French Fries at four to receive further
instructions. Bring lighter fluid, all the knives
you own, and a tomato. Your job will not be
easy, but I trust you can handle this burden. Do
whatever must be done.
Virgo:
The mashed potatoes this Thanksgiving
are going to look more delicious than usual.
You will be feeling more drawn to them than
in years past; their smooth layers and delicately
salted gravy will speak to you in a language
only you will understand. Memories of family
Thanksgivings that you were not present for
and people that are not your family will fill
your head, like a scrapbook you stole from a
neighbor. The potatoes will summon you forth
to take part in their timelessness. Give in to these
desires and engage with the fluffy tubers, for
they are protecting you from the turkey. Do not
trust the turkey. His purposes are nefarious, and
his words are lies. He is not the presidentially
pardoned turkey for a very, very good reason.
Libra:
Somebody once told you the world was
gonna roll you, but you ain’t the sharpest tool
in the shed. She was looking kind of dumb with
her finger and her thumb in the shape of an “L”
on her forehead. Well, the years start coming
and they don’t stop coming. You’re back to the
rules and you hit the ground running. It didn’t
make sense not to live for fun. Your brain gets
smart, but your head gets dumb. There’s so
much to do, so much to see, so what’s wrong
with taking the back streets? You never know if
you don’t go; you never shine if you don’t glow.

but it’s already been done, okay? Go home, talk
to your moderately estranged father, and renew
your scuba license.

Sagittarius:

Hey, I just wanted to remind you that your
electric bill is due this week. Also, your mother
called and said that she wants you home for
Christmas because your brother is bringing
his girlfriend and she needs you to help keep
your aunt from leaving a bad impression. The
mailman stopped by this afternoon and left a
mysterious package for you. It was making
weird noises and kind of glowing a bit. I didn’t
open it because I know you value your privacy
and also it was kinda freaking me out a bit.
Anyway, here’s your morning coffee and the
newspaper and, hey, I was wondering if maybe
we could talk about you giving me a raise?

Capricorn:

You need to stop feeding the void that lives
in the corner of your dorm, okay? I get that it
makes cute noises and sometimes spits out gold
coins when you give it steak, but this needs to
end today. If you keep feeding the void, it won’t
learn to hunt on its own and it will never be able
to live up to the potential it would have in the
wild. You need to encourage it to go outside and
find others of its kind that can teach it to survive

in the wilderness. This is going to be very hard
for you, I know, but the void will be much
happier if it’s in a herd of voidlings, wreaking
destruction upon the world.

Aquarius:

Please, for the love of all that is good, stop
reading the ancient Latin words from that weird
old book. This is the fifth eldritch being you
have unleased upon humanity this week and the
government is getting really tired of cleaning
up your messes. Have a little self-restraint and
use your head. The seven-headed snake/frog/
chicken/dodo bird thing you summoned last
week was the last straw. You absolutely cannot
“catch them all” or “be the best there ever was.”
These are not Pokémon, they are monstrosities
from another universe and they will not fit in a
little red-and-white ball.

Pisces:

Go buy a sandwich from Jimmy John’s.
Do it. I dare you. Get an Italian Nightclub
with extra pickles and no onions with a Mello
Yellow. Leave it by The Gift. Pick up the 10$
bill that will be there under a rock. Thanks man,
I was getting really hungry. They don’t feed us
in the astrology department very often and my
boss doesn’t pay me well.

Scorpio:

So, you found a treasure map on the back of
the U.S. Constitution. Wow. So original. I bet
you also have a long family lineage of treasure
hunting and a weird nerdy sidekick, don’t you?
You’re probably going to kidnap a professional
archivist to help you on your journey and
inevitably fall in love with them too, right? Is
your rival some blonde European dude with
no regard for historical integrity? I bet he is.
Listen, I get that this is all very exciting for you,

Fogged glasses put students in extreme danger
Name Goes Here- Staff Writer
It is mid-November. Light layers of snow are
beginning to pattern the ground. In Iowa, the
cold has brought a series of tragic injuries. A
new hazard has presented itself in Sioux Center,
causing increasing anxiety in the community.
“I’ve never been scared for my life like this
before.” Dordt junior Smith John said, “there
are just so many possibilities as to what could
happen.”
As masks have become a necessity to everyday
life in 2020, a new danger has arisen for our
near and far-sighted friends: foggy glasses.
“There have been days where I walk inside
and immediate blindness overtakes me. I’ve
never experienced something like this before,”
John said. “Last week I heard about someone
that ran into The Gift statue, not seeing it due
to his fogged-up glasses. He bumped into it
with such speed the statue fell off-kilter and
he was crushed by the disproportionate gluteal
muscle.”
Right now, every city faces different
challenges and dangers due to glasses being
fogged up by wearing masks. In Sioux
Center, For Real Statistics states that 27% of
foggy glasses-related injuries have had some
involvement with cows. The most recent
incident happened to senior agriculture student
Kay Van Vandervan. She was setting up feed

for her cows when an overwhelming smell of
manure hit her. In Sioux Center, these reeking
waves are rarely distinguishable, but something
about this wave was particularly rank.
“I tried to hold my breath, but eventually
I had to exhale and take a deep breath.” Van
Vandervan explained. “My mask immediately
pushed the air upwards and my glasses fogged
up quicker than a Dordt woman gets proposed
to during junior year. Before I understood what
was happening, I felt a great weight completely
trample me over.”
Barbara, one of Van Vandervan’s cows, had
heard the feed being poured and sprinted over,
knocking down Van Vandervan. She said this
was not normal behavior, but with the election,
Van Vandervan had not left her couch unless
getting up for a Blue Ribbon or beef jerky. Van
Vandervan said Barbara’s rampage was most
likely due to hanger, a combination of hunger
and anger.
Although fear has rooted itself in
the community, official Sioux Center
Weatherreported a series of tips to prevent
glasses fogging up. Jakson Gacson said it
depends on the persons face shape. Sometimes
it works to place glasses on top of the mask,
while with others it helps more to put the bottom
of the mask between the lip and chin.

“Square face vs circle face, it makes all the
difference,” Gacson said.
The people of Sioux Center are hoping for
better days, sooner rather than later.
“I miss the days when my glasses would fog
up just because I sweat a lot,” reminisced John.
“I would take drips running down my lenses

over feeling like Santa without Rudolph any
day.
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When fundamentalists and
Dordt student overcomes
reformers meet
three months of quarantine
Sioux County Liberal- Staff Writer

Abraham Van Quarantine - Staff Writer
With COVID-19 spreading around the world,
Dordt University has tried its best to maintain
its operations while also dealing with the virus.
Typically, if a student starts to experience
COVID-19 symptoms or is contact traced, they
are quarantined for up to 14 days. This routine,
however, looked a little different for one Dordt
student.
Mark De Jong, a sophomore, has been in
quarantine ever since the semester began.
His journey started in East Hall, where he
was first quarantined in his dorm after his sister
tested positive the day after he moved in. During
this first quarantine, he asked one of his friends
to drop off some of the textbooks he needed to
study for his exam. The two friends chatted for
20 minutes. A couple of days later, his friend
started showing COVID-19 symptoms, tested
positive, and wrote down De Jong on his contact
tracing list.
De Jong was asked to move to the
Econolodge to quarantine for the second time.
While in the Econolodge, a few days before
his intended day of departure, De Jong met
another Dordt student while on his way to take
out his trash. After discovering that they had the
same major and an interest in yo-yo tricks, they
held a 16-minute conversation. That student
tested positive a few hours later, and De Jong
was forced into quarantine for a third time.
“At this point, I was going crazy. I stopped
taking showers and started talking to myself.”
De Jong said “I even moved my table so I could
see my reflection while eating and wouldn’t feel
as lonely.”
He couldn’t take the quarantine life anymore
and decided to get tested.
“I was so excited when the results came
back negative and I was finally able to go back
to my dorm.”
The first thing De Jong did when he got back
to his dorm was hug his roommate. De Jong’s
roommate was the first true human interaction
he had in a month. What he did not realize was
that his roommate was actually quarantining in
their room, waiting for his results to come back.

De Jong’s roommate, thinking he would test
negative, didn’t say anything about it. Later
that night, the results came back positive and
De Jong was forced back into quarantine the
next day. He dumped out his dirty laundry and
brought fresh clothes for his fourth quarantine
in a row.
Similar instances incited his fifth and sixth
quarantine. He was contact traced after meeting
other people who ventured out of their hotel
rooms and were walking down the halls. Then,
his whole hall had to evacuate to another hotel
after the air ventilation system broke down and
spread air from sick quarantined students into
the rest of De Jong’s hall.
For his seventh quarantine, De Jong started
to feel symptoms and got tested. His results
came back positive and he moved, one last time,
to one of the Dordt-owned apartments near the
school.
“It was a mixture of relief and anxiousness
when I tested positive. I was glad that I didn’t
need to worry about if I needed to quarantine
anymore, but I was also scared of how bad my
symptoms were going to get.” De Jong said.
Currently, De Jong is staying at the
“COVID-19 house” for Dordt students and
is waiting to fully recover before returning to
campus.
When asked about his long-winded
experience in quarantine, he said, “At first, it
was nice because I got to be in a hotel room by
myself, but as time went on, it started getting
lonely.”
One of De Jong’s fears is not being able to
properly interact with people once he gets out
of quarantine, since he was unable to see people
for almost three months.
“I’m currently getting counseling through
dordt.minkconnect.com and they’ve been a lot
of help while in quarantine and are helping me
transition once I go back into the world.” De
Jong said. “I’ve also been playing The Sims 4
a lot to remind myself of how to talk to people.
Hopefully making three jokes to a person makes
them your friend in real life too.”

The Commons: ranked
Chef Boyardees Food Options Limited - Staff
Writer
As this fall semester wraps up, Dordt students
are frantically working to finish their academic
load. Stress is evident all over campus, and few
things bring relief. But there is one comfort
students agree they can turn to eight hours a
day, and four hours on Sundays.
“I just feel like I have to balance everything in
my life so carefully right now otherwise it will
fall apart,” Dordt senior Keith Vanbeef said.
“But there is one place I can just let that all go.”
The Commons acts as a safe haven for many
students at Dordt, especially during this busy
and ever-changing time.
There is an unspoken ranking among students
regarding the best Commons breakfast foods to
the everyday staples. Number one on the list:
cereal.
“You can never go wrong with cereal,”
Vanbeef said. “‘I’m going to get cereal’ is the
most common phrase I hear in there.”
Next up: waffles, according to freshman Sarah
McChicken. She said she never feels prouder to
be a student at Dordt than when she gets her
freshly cooked waffle imprinted with a huge
Dordt logo.
The last but certainly not least of the notorious
Commons breakfast foods are the French toast
sticks. McChicken said these are her favourite
things to wake up to.
“When you can’t tell the difference between
anything else and a fish stick you know it’s
legit,” McChicken said.
For Real Statistics ran a study at Dordt two
weeks ago and said the most repeated phrase

of students after eating was, “The Commons is
something else.”
Beyond breakfast, students have some
favourite lunch and dinner meals as well. One
of the staples that students praise the Commons
for is their chicken. They serve it either rare or
well-well-done, giving students a vide variety
of texture.
“The first two pieces of chicken will be raw
and dripping in some weird juice, and the rest
is just rubber,” said Vanbeef. “I really get to
experience the vast variety of how one may
cook chicken.”
The best side to chicken is pasta and white
sauce, according to senior Neil Vandercook. He
said the Commons would not be the Commons
if there was not pasta for every single meal.
In terms of dessert, students look to the
Commons before anywhere else. The most
popular are the pre-packaged sugar cookies.
Many Dordt students can be seen on a daily basis
filling their pockets and pants with the things
like socks during Human versus Zombies.
The ice cream machine, when it is working,
always wraps up a solid Commons meal.
Students were not hesitant to share their
anxieties at the beginning of the year when
COVID-19 stopped the soft-serve machine
from running usual business.
“The Commons just always shocks me,” said
Vandercook. “When I don’t think they can
do anything more, they put eggnog in the ice
cream. It blows my mind.”

It is said that opposites attract. Many
fundamentalists are now attracted to reformers.
Jack Corridor is the owner and editor of the
Iowa Slandered, a highly credible news source
in disguise as blog (or maybe it is the other
way around). Corridor recently registered for
classes and is now enrolled for the 2021 fall
semester at Dordt University. This comes after
Corridor published an eighteen part series
tirade of articles against Aaron Baart and Dordt
University, claiming the Dean of Chapel is
turning Dordt into part of the liberal machine.
In Corridor’s most recent article responding
to the Diamond’s response to Corridor’s
response to Baart, he continually wrote: “souls
are at stake.”
And he wrote this in bold and in one-line
paragraphs for extra emphasis. Corridor’s
soul will now find its way to the university he
continuously laments over.
“I’ve never attended a class at Dordt. But
to say I have no interest in Dordt and its future
is ignorant,” wrote Corridor in his most recent
article on Dordt.
Corridor’s message is intentionally cryptic.
He attempted to register undercover in hopes of
making a grand reveal on the first day of Aaron
Baart’s CORE 100 class (Corridor plans on
skipping the WOW Olympics).
And yes, Baart will be teaching CORE 100
next fall. Corridor’s one caveat for signing up
at Dordt was that he must be placed in Baart’s
section of CORE 100.
Corridor remembers meeting Baart for
the first time at a coffee shop. He was talking
to some Dordt students and asserts that he
didn’t want Baart to come over and talk, but
the students forced him to invite Baart over.
The smooth hair, charismatic delivery, and
relatability, according to Corridor, give Baart
the best disguise as he leads his sheep to the
left-footed wolves. Corridor also remembers
being accosted by Baart on a trip back from
getting the mail.
“But you know what he didn’t call me—a
liar,” wrote Corridor.
Corridor says Baart can call him anything
he wants. He’s like the figurative version of the
Iron Giant; he has emotions as strong as steel,
but he was giddy that Baart did not call him a
liar.
Corridor is already preparing for his four
years at Dordt. On his roommate application, he
only wrote “conservative, must have a Keurig,
and Nickelback.” He is declaring theology as
his major and journalism as his minor.

He also began buying his books for class,
choosing ulterior methods to the Dordt
bookstore. There is one book, however,
Corridor does not need to buy.
Students have been trying to get rid of their
Vivid books for years, but the Dordt bookstore
has refused to buy them back. Recently, on
Dordt deals’ Facebook Page, multiple buyers
have surfaced and taken Vivid off the hands
of college students—even going so far as to
pay five extra dollars for copies autographed
by Aaron Baart himself. A few usernames of
the buyers are as listed: Cack Jorridor, Jack
Baart, The Best Journalist Ever, Capitalist
Conservative, and Jack Corridor.
“I remember a middle-aged man meeting
me at the Trump Shop so he could buy Vivid
from me,” said Julianna-Anneke Jones. “He
took my book and put into his backpack that
must have had 50 other copies of Vivid. The
thing is he had them all in separate plastic bags
like you would put rare comic books into.”
Corridor is also planning on taking food
science as his required lab course. It seems he
is unaware of the new final project for the class.
One of Corridor’s most grand critiques of
Aaron Baart is that Baart would “bake two
cakes for a gay person who asked for one cake.”
Corridor doesn’t have the stomach for cake.
But according to Dordt cooking professor
Kake Bukuma, the new final project for cooking
lab involves cake.
“Each student must bake, not one, but two
cakes,” said Bukuma.
Corridor plans on attending every chapel
and Thursday night praise and worship, no
matter the COVID-19 regulations. He wants
a front row seat every time Aaron Baart takes
the stage. He has already asked permission to
take pictures of Baart during these events for
reporting purposes. He has also asked for a
schedule of every event Baart will be present at
or speaking at, but the Dordt administration is
not able to fully predict that at this time.
The call of reformers to enter the world and
transform it is being taken literally by Corridor.
He claims the Dordt sports coaches are the
best in the Iowa Northwest, but he wants to
transform the campus, and he believes the best
way to do that is by physically getting closer to
Baart.
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Dordt football lobbies to The
defender
football
replay final ten minutes clubhouse deemed “industry
against Morningside
standard” by OSHA
Stephen A. Smith – Guest Writer
In a shocking turn of events, the Dordt
University Football team has announced that
they will be petitioning the NAIA to replay
the final ten minutes of their game against the
Morningside College Mustangs.
In a press conference on Wednesday, Dordt
Head Coach Joel Penner announced the move.
“The final ten minutes of this game deserve
to be replayed,” Penner said, “As a result of
a – frankly – despicable call by a referee, my
team was cheated out of the opportunity to win
that ballgame.”
The incident Penner referenced was a very
controversial call late in the fourth quarter of the
game that took place on Halloween. On fourth
down with five yards to go, Noah Clayberg
passed to Ben Heuvelhorst, who maneuvered
his way to the sideline, reaching for a first down.
The referees placed the ball seemingly across
the line to gain. However, when the first down
chains were brought across the field to measure,
the ball had not yet crossed the imaginary line.
An incensed Dordt sidelined could not make
their protests heard—and the game carried on.
Dordt would go on to lose to the Mustangs,
reigning NAIA champions and a perennial top
ten team, in heartbreaking fashion.
Afterwards, Dordt fans were simply left to
wonder, “What if?”
The NAIA league office when reached for
comment did not respond. The outlook for
Dordt’s protest does not look very promising,
however. Even following multiple highprofile instances of seemingly unfair calls in
professional sports that may have had legitimate
merit in arguing against, no significant reforms

have been made in terms of lodging post-game
complaints. After long enough, the fanbase that
was so greatly crushed by what is – objectively
– a bad call, the fans are simply goaded for
being sore losers (looking at you Saints fans).
Operating under the assumption that Dordt
will not, in fact, be granted this replaying of
the game, the Defenders have one game left on
their schedule against Briar Cliff on the 21st of
November.
As the NAIA has pushed their football
championship to the spring, it is unknown
for sure whether Dordt’s season will end this
weekend, though it appears as though that is the
most likely outcome.
The Dordt Defenders await their fate and
hope that perhaps the softening of the hearts of
NAIA officials will allow them to continue their
season and vie for a playoff spot.

Ella de Jong - Staff Writer
The Bubble: a gigantic, white tent with blue
accents. Its stakes are held by concrete and
heaters blast in warm air in an attempt to fill the
enormous space littered with tables and chairs.
“What is this for?” a visiting student asked
one day.
“This is called a waste of space,” Barak, a
senior at Dordt said, “But, it’s supposed to be
for eating, though, I have never eaten there.
Honestly, I don’t think people do really.”
Barak explained to the visiting student that
The Bubble had to have cost a lot of money.
It was created to hold an overflow of students
from the limited-capacity Commons.
“Why is it called “The Bubble?”
“Hmm. Some student named it. I think he
thought it was cool. All I know is that he won
$25 to spend at the bookstore. Man, I wish that
was me.”
The visiting student could hear voices from
within the tent. When curiosity gave in, he
opened the door to the “waste of space”. He
hoped to find some students to talk to.
Joel Penner, Dordt University Head Football
Coach, made dead eye contact with the visiting
student. His players turned in their seats to face
him.
“What are you doing in here?” The student
said. “I thought this was heated for eating?”
Penner chuckled. The visiting student left
confused and returned the next day only to
experience the same exact conversation.
“What are you doing in here? I thought this
was heated for eating.”
“Lol, as if.” Penner said.

Dordt administration expressed their
disbelief at the high usage rate of The Bubble.
They are proud of the tent being in place of
where the students could have parked.
“I just can’t believe that I always hear voices
in there whenever I walk by. It’s just so great
to know that everybody eats in The Bubble,”
Robert Taylor said.
The visiting student used to believe that
Dordt students always ate in The Bubble, but he
went one more time to confirm his theory.
“What are you doing in here?” Penner said.
“This tent is supposed to be for eating,” the
visitor said.
“Well, yeah, that was the point of The
Bubble, but we decided to take it over. Call it
the Defender Football Clubhouse.”
The football team talked with Dordt
administration after their 65-0 win over
Hastings, and Dordt is opening up a new naming
competition on their Instagram to change the
name of “The Bubble.” Any name related to the
football team will be considered.

Transition to e-learning to accommodate Robert Taylor’s
vacation time
Hotel Trivago- Staff Writer
Blue skies, warm turquoise Mediterranean
water, and silky white sand. This is what awaits
Dordt University’s Dean of Students, Robert
Taylor as the university requires students to go
online.
In part to accommodate Taylor’s extended
vacation time, Dordt University made the
swift decision to move classes online for the
remainder of the semester. This allows Taylor
to leave campus and depart on his vacation to
Santorini, Greece.
Embarking on his three-week vacation to
Santorini, Taylor does not regret taking away
proper education for those attending Dordt.
“I don’t think it’s immoral to make students
go online,” Taylor said. “I wanted to go to
Santorini, so I encouraged the rest of Dordt’s
staff to push some buttons and they made it
happen.”
Students will transition to e-learning on
November 30, a day after Taylor arrives in
the Mediterranean. He plans to avoid working

while enjoying his time away.
“If there are any serious issues with students,
then they can just Zoom me in,” Taylor said. “I
can take care of business from the beach while
everyone else is suffering in the cold weather
and COVID-19 of Iowa.”
Taylor has been planning his trip for a few
years. He has gone back and forth on the idea of
sacrificing education for some relaxation.
“Originally, I planned on going next summer,”
Taylor said, “but with COVID-19, it gave me
a perfect cover story for students to transition
online, so I took advantage of the situation.”
Some students are happy with Taylor’s
decision.
“Having finals online means I get to use my
notes,” said Jan Vander Lan, Dordt freshman.
“I think Taylor should take more of these
vacations.”
Despite a few students who support Taylor’s
decision, a majority of those attending Dordt
University are not as welcoming to his plans.

“Robert Taylor needs to put his priorities in
place,” said Sarah Dutchberg, Dordt freshman.
“He doesn’t understand that by taking his
vacation, he is setting the precedent that
the needs of students can be put on hold to
accommodate staff.”
Other students have also criticized Taylor.
They have stated that his actions are “selfish,
unprofessional, and dishonest.”
“I know there will be lots of backlash from
students,” Taylor said. “I hope they understand,
but don’t tell them that AMOR trips will be
canceled this spring.”
According to Taylor, he plans on taking a
trip to Iceland over spring break but stated that
having students travel for AMOR would be “too
risky with the rise in COVID-19 cases.”
Taylor’s trip will add a week of paid vacation
to his time off.
“I’ve always wanted to go to Greece, and with
students gone, now it’s possible,” Taylor said.
He plans on going snorkeling, sailing, and

enjoying time relaxing on the beach.
“It was a tough decision,” Dordt President
Erik Hoekstra said, “but I decided to greenlight
this decision as a reward for Taylor’s efforts
throughout the semester.”
President Hoekstra was the final deciding
factor to allow Taylor to take his extended
vacation.
“It was the perfect opportunity. We could
have allowed students to stay on campus,
but this keeps them safe while letting Taylor
explore the world,” President Hoekstra said.
Taylor had the perfect opportunity to take
his vacation, but he might not have another
chance to pull a stunt like this again. Students
may refuse to comply in the future. Regardless,
Taylor will be sailing the Mediterranean while
students are taking their exams at home.
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The Zircon is made of plant
guts
Silence Dogood - Staff Writer
Look at the paper in your hands.
No, really look at it, this hodgepodge of ink, paper, and satirical
fictional nonsense put together by
fellow students for your enjoyment.
This is your only chance to see it.
The hours and hours we spent
spewing garbage into typewriters
and computers is being dispersed
using a single medium.
Paper. Remember, that thing
made out of trees? Yeah. The Zircon
is only made out of dried plant
guts, not whatever new-fangled
internet technology you kids are so
fond of. We’re hip like that. *is that
the correct way to put it? Or is it
hipster…*
The Zircon is an exclusive, justfor-Dordt-students publication. That
makes you special. There will be no
Facebook faces or books. No Twitter

tweeting. No Instagram story-telling.
No website-linking to online content.
The Zircon is a physical, farcical,
newspaper.
What does this mean for our
readers? Well, not much really. That
is, besides the fact that this paper
is now worth its weight in gold.
All 0.0627 pounds of it. Cherish
each copy of the Zircon. Paste it
as wallpaper in your dorms and
apartments. Use it as table clothes.
Papier-mâché it into a giant statue
of President Hoekstra to replace The
Gift, which is now prone to leaving
its pedestal in front of the classroom
building.
There will be no reprint or online
copies. This piece of paper is the
only copy of the fall 2020 Zircon that
you’ll see in your natural-born life.
Happy reading

Zircon Staff 2020-2021
Gatekeepers:
Emma Stoltzfus
Sam Landstra
Creative Person:
Allison Wordes
Object Organizer:
Asdfjkl Basdfkjl
Grammar Nazis:
Tess Hemmila
Gretchen Lee

Wordy people:
Aleasha Hintz
Alicia Bonestroo
Sydney Brummel
Caleb Pollema
Caleb M.S.
Connor Van Hulzen
Daniel Ketchelos
Elise Wennberg
Eoghan Holdahl
Georgia Lodewyk
Hannah Kuperus
Jaclyn Vander Waal

Jayden Hoksbergen
Katie Ribbens
Lauren Hoekstra
Lexi Schnaser
Mikaela Wegner
Rochelle vanderHelm
Troy Harvat
Yee Lim Shin
Zac Vanderley
Aaron Eshelman
Tabetha Degroot
Alex Van Den Top
Jaclyn Vander Waal

Bossman Prof:
Lee Pitts

An Iowa newspaper prematurely announced fill-in-the-blanks’s victory over Jeff Taylor.”

